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Research Article

Electrokinetic particle entry
into microchannels

The fundamental understanding of particle electrokinetics in microchannels is relevant to
many applications. To date, however, the majority of previous studies have been limited to
particle motion within the area of microchannels. This work presents the first experimen-
tal and numerical investigation of electrokinetic particle entry into a microchannel. We
find that the particle entry motion can be significantly deviated from the fluid streamline
by particle dielectrophoresis at the reservoir-microchannel junction. This negative dielec-
trophoretic motion is induced by the inherent non-uniform electric field at the junction
and is insensitive to the microchannel length. It slows down the entering particles and
pushes them toward the center of the microchannel. The consequence is the demonstrated
particle deflection, focusing, and trapping phenomena at the reservoir-microchannel junc-
tion. Such rich phenomena are studied by tuning the AC component of a DC-biased AC
electric field. They are also utilized to implement a selective concentration and continuous
separation of particles by size inside the entry reservoir.
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1 Introduction

The fundamental understanding of particle electrokinetics in
microchannels is critical to the design and electrical control of
microfluidic devices [1–5]. So far there have published many
theoretical and experimental papers on electrokinetic parti-
cle motion in a variety of microchannels including straight
[6–25], curved [26–32], and structured [33–43] ones. However,
these studies have all been limited to the particle motion
within the area of microchannels. Particles are simply as-
sumed to enter into a microchannel uniformly and can cover
the entire microchannel width at the entrance [44]. No atten-
tion has been paid to the particle behavior at the reservoir-
microchannel junction, which is the indispensable interface
between macro and micro worlds in microfluidic devices. As
we will demonstrate in this work, the electrokinetic entry
motion of particles into a microchannel can be significantly
deviated from the fluid streamlines. Particles can actually be
aligned, enriched, and sorted at the reservoir-microchannel
junction by simply tuning the applied electric field.

In the literature, the very few studies pertinent to elec-
trokinetic transport in microfluidic reservoirs primarily con-
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Abbreviation: DEP, dielectrophoresis

cern the reservoir-induced pressure-driven flow inside the
microchannel [45–47]. The pressure gradient can be a con-
sequence of either the finite size of the reservoir [47, 48] or
the axial temperature gradients due to the reservoir-based
thermal end effects when Joule heating is significant [49,50].
The resulting pressure-driven flow causes velocity gradients
to the plug-like electroosmotic flow and hence increases the
sample dispersion [51–53]. It, however, becomes negligible
in long microchannels [48, 52]. In contrast, the reservoir ef-
fects on electrokinetic particle motion arise from the induced
dielectrophoresis (DEP) at the reservoir-microchannel junc-
tion due to the inherent non-uniform electric field, which is
insensitive to the microchannel length. Such electrokinetic
entry motions of particles in microchannels are studied in
this work experimentally and numerically.

2 Materials and methods

The microfluidic device was fabricated with
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) using the standard soft
lithography technique. The detailed procedure is given
elsewhere [42]. As shown in Fig. 1, the device is composed of
a 1-cm-long straight microchannel with two 5-mm-diameter
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Figure 1. Picture of the microchannel (filled with green food dye
for clarity) used in the experiment.

reservoirs at the ends. The channel is 400-�m wide in the
middle, which is tapered to 40 �m with a length of 1 mm
at each end for the purpose of reducing the applied electric
voltage. It is uniformly 25-�m deep. Plain polystyrene
particles of 3 �m in diameter (Polysciences, Warrington, PA)
were used to study the electrokinetic particle entry into the
microchannel. They were also mixed with 1-�m polystyrene
particles (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) to demonstrate the
size-based particle separation in the reservoir. For both cases,
particles were re-suspended in 0.01 × phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) to a final concentration of 107–108 particles
per milliliter. Particle motion was controlled by DC-biased
AC electric fields, which were supplied by a function
generator (33220A, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA)
in conjunction with a high-voltage amplifier (609E-6, Trek,
Medina, NY). The frequency of AC fields was fixed at 1 kHz
in all tests. Pressure-driven flow was eliminated by carefully
balancing the liquid heights in the two reservoirs prior to
measurement. Particle motion was monitored using an
inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000U, Nikon Instru-
ments, Lewisville, TX), through which videos and images at
the constriction region were recorded using a CCD camera
(Nikon DS-Qi1Mc, Nikon Instruments, Lewisville, TX).

3 Theory

3.1 Analysis

Due to the significant size mismatch between the macro
reservoir and the micro channel, electric field, E, becomes
inherently non-uniform at the reservoir-microchannel junc-
tion as illustrated in Fig. 2a (the darker the larger magnitude,
see Section 3.2 for the computation of E). As such, particles
experience a dielectrophoretic force, FDEP, when moving from
the reservoir into the microchannel. The time average of FDEP

on an isolated spherical particle under DC and low frequency
(<100 kHz) AC electric fields is given by [54]

FDEP = 1

4
�d3� f fC M∇E2 (1)

fC M = �p − � f

�p + 2� f
(2)

where d is the particle diameter, f is the fluid permittivity,
and fCM is the Clausius–Mossotti (CM) factor with �p and

�f being the electric conductivities of the particle and the
suspending fluid, respectively. As polystyrene particles [55]
and biological cells [56] often appear poorly conducting in
DC and low-frequency AC fields, one can have �p < �f and
hence fCM < 0, i.e. negative DEP [57]. Therefore, FDEP on these
particles is directed toward the lower electric field region as
indicated by the arrows (length represents the magnitude) in
Fig. 2B, where the contour of |FDEP| (the darker the larger) is
also displayed.

The observed particle velocity, Up, at the reservoir-
microchannel junction is the vector addition of the DC elec-
trokinetic velocity (a combination of fluid electroosmosis
and particle electrophoresis), UEK, and the AC/DC dielec-
trophoretic velocity, UDEP [42, 58]

Up = UEK + UDEP = �EKEDC + �DEP∇E2 (3)

�EK = fg � f (�p − �w)/� f ; and �DEP = � f d2 fCM/12� f (4)

where �EK is the electrokinetic mobility of particles, EDC is
the DC component of the applied electric field, �DEP is the
dielectrophoretic mobility of particles, fg is the factor account-
ing for the wall effects on particle motion that is close to 1 for
the particles used in our experiments [59], �p is the particle
zeta potential, �w is the wall zeta potential, and �f is the fluid
viscosity. Note that we have neglected particle inertial, Brown-
ian, and gravitational motions in Eq. (3), which is reasonable
in typical electrokinetic microfluidic devices [3]. In our ex-
periment, �p is significantly different from �w in magnitude.
According to Ermolina and Morgan [54] and Kirby et al. [60],
we estimate that the average zeta potentials of the polystyrene
particles and the PDMS/glass channel walls are about
−40 mV and −80 mV, respectively, in the 1 mM buffer so-
lution. These two values yield an electrokinetic mobility that
seems to be consistent with the measured one, �EK = 2.7 ×
10−8 (m2/V·s). The measurement method will be presented
in the next section.

Similar to a constriction microchannel [42,58], there exist
two sources of electric field non-uniformities at the reservoir-
microchannel junction: one is due to the reduction in cross-
sectional area from reservoir to microchannel that gives rise
to electric field gradients primarily parallel to the stream-
lines, and the other is due to the discrepancy in path length
for electric current around the corners of the junction that
causes electric field gradients mainly normal to the stream-
lines; see FDEP in Fig. 2b and the electric field lines (equiva-
lent to streamlines [61]) in Fig. 2c. Therefore, particle velocity,
Up, can be conveniently expressed in terms of the traditional
streamline coordinates as illustrated by the particle velocity
analysis in Fig. 2C,

Up = (UEK + UDEP,s)ŝ + UDEP,nn̂

=
(

�EK EDC + �DEP
∂ E 2

∂s

)
ŝ +

(
2�DEP

E 2

�
)

n̂ (5)

where UEK is the magnitude of the streamwise electroki-
netic velocity, UDEP ,s is the magnitude of the streamwise di-
electrophoretic particle velocity, ŝ is the unit vector of the
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Figure 2. (a) Contour (the darker the larger)
of electric field magnitude, |E|, (b) con-
tour and direction of the induced dielec-
trophoretic force, FDEP, and (c) particle veloc-
ity analysis (background shows the stream-
lines in the absence of the particle) at the
reservoir-microchannel junction.

coordinate s along the streamlines, UDEP ,n is the magnitude
of the cross-stream dielectrophoretic particle velocity, n̂ is
the unit vector of the coordinate normal to the streamlines,
and � is the local radius of curvature of the streamline. Note
that only the DC field component, EDC, drives electrokinetic
particle motion while particle DEP is induced by the gra-
dient of the total electric field squared, E 2 = E 2

DC + E 2
AC .

This feature greatly facilitates the electric control of particle
transport in microfluidic devices as demonstrated previously
[29, 31, 39, 42, 58].

For particles experiencing negative DEP, UDEP,n points
toward the centerline of the microchannel as illustrated in
Fig. 2C, indicating a particle focusing effect. The effectiveness
of this focusing is determined by the ratio of the particle
velocities perpendicular and parallel to the streamline, i.e.
∣∣∣∣ UDEP,n

UEK + UDEP,s

∣∣∣∣ = 2(1 + �2) EDC
�

�EK
−�DEP

− 2(1 + �2) ∂ EDC
∂s

(6)

where � = EAC/EDC is the root-mean-square (RMS) AC to
DC field ratio, equivalent to the ratio of RMS AC to DC volt-
age. Note that �DEP < 0 for negative particle DEP and so
�EK/(−�DEP) > 0. Apparently the particle focusing effective-
ness increases with the rise of � and EDC. Such DEP-based
focusing can also be enhanced by reducing the microchannel
dimension [reflected by ∂EDC/∂s in Eq. (6)] and/or the corner
radius of the reservoir-microchannel junction (reflected by
�). Moreover, it favors particles with a small mobility ratio,
�EK/(−�DEP), which is expressed as

�EK

−�DEP
= 12 fg (�p − �w)

d2

�p + 2� f

�p − � f
(7)

For instance, larger particles can be more easily focused
at the reservoir-microchannel junction than smaller ones.

As to UDEP ,s, it is against UEK for negative DEP and
thus slows down the entering particles at the reservoir-
microchannel junction, see Fig. 2C. Moreover, since UDEP ,s

is a second-order function of the total electric field while UEK

is only linearly proportional to the DC field component (see
Eq. (5)), one can expect UDEP ,s to counter-balance UEK when
E increases or EDC decreases. Then, the streamwise particle
velocity vanishes and the particle can be stagnated in front
of the reservoir-microchannel junction by the locally induced
negative DEP,

�EK EDC +�DEP
∂ E 2

∂s
≤0 or

�EK

−�DEP
≤ 2(1 + �2)

∂ EDC

∂s
(8)

The required value of EDC (or equivalently E if � is fixed)
and � for trapping particles increases with the increasing par-
ticle mobility ratio, �EK/(−�DEP), which, as read from Eq. (7),
is a function of the intrinsic properties of particles including
size (d), charge (�p), conductivity (�p), and permittivity (εp).
This indicates that we can potentially trap and concentrate one
type of particles (e.g. with a larger d) in the entry reservoir
while sweeping the other type (e.g. with a smaller d) to the exit
reservoir based on any one or combination of these intrinsic
particle properties. It is, however, acknowledged that the prin-
ciple behind the particle focusing, trapping, and separation
phenomena at the reservoir-microchannel junction is similar
to that inside a constriction microchannel reported in our pre-
vious studies [42,58]. However, the current work is unique as
the particle manipulation is completed inside the entry reser-
voir of the microchannel without the need of any in-channel
micro-structures (such as the constriction in refs. 42 and 58,
and various other micro-insulators [33, 35, 38, 39, 43]).

3.2 Modeling

We developed a 2D numerical model in COMSOL (Burling-
ton, MA) to simulate the electrokinetic entry motion of
particles in microchannels. This model neglects the effects
from the top and bottom channel walls on particle transport,
which has been proved reasonable in our previous studies
[27–29, 35, 42, 58]. It also neglects the perturbations of par-
ticles to the flow and electric fields, and instead employs a
correction factor, c, to account for the effects of particle size
on dielectrophoretic velocity. Hence, the particle velocity in
Eq. (3) is rewritten as

Up = �EKEDC + c�DEP(1 + �2)∇E2
DC (9)

This velocity is used as an input of the particle tracing
function in COMSOL to compute the particle trajectory. The
computational domain comprises the entire microchannel
and the two reservoirs. The DC electric field distribution,
EDC = −∇�DC, is obtained by solving the Laplace equation
∇2�DC = 0 with �DC being the DC electric potential. The
electrode in each reservoir is simulated by a 0.5-mm-diameter
concentric circle, upon which an electric potential is imposed.
Specifically, the experimentally applied DC voltage is imposed
to the electrode in the entry reservoir. The electrode in the
exit reservoir is grounded. All channel walls are assumed
electrically non-conducting.
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To compute the particle velocity using Eq. (9), the elec-
trokinetic mobility, �EK, was determined by tracking the mo-
tions of individual particles in the main body of the mi-
crochannel (where DEP is negligible) under a small DC field.
Within the range of experimental errors, we obtained an ap-
proximately identical electrokinetic mobility for 1-�m and
3-�m particles, �EK = 2.7 × 10−8 (m2/V·s). It is noted that
previous theoretical studies predict a dependence of �EK on
particle size in confined channels [59]. This dependence was,
however, found very weak for the two particles used in our
experiments. The dielectrophoretic mobility, �DEP, was calcu-
lated from Eq. (4) with the typical dynamic viscosity, � = 1.0
× 10−3 kg/(m·s) and permittivity εf = 6.9 × 10−10 C/(v·m) for
pure water at 20	C. The electric conductivity of polystyrene
particles was estimated using �p = 4Ks/d with Ks = 1 nS be-
ing the surface conductance recommended by Ermolina and
Morgan [54]. As the electric conductivity of the suspending
fluid (i.e. 0.01× PBS) measured 200 �S/cm, the CM factors
for 1-�m and 3-�m particles were calculated as −0.36 and
−0.45, respectively. The correction factors for these two par-
ticles were set to 0.9 and 0.6, both of which are consistent
with previous studies [27–29, 35, 42, 58]. A total of 21 evenly
distributed points along the electrode surface (i.e. the concen-
tric circle in the model) in the entry reservoir were selected
as the initial positions of the uniformly distributed particles
therein.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Particle deflection, focusing, and trapping at the

reservoir-microchannel junction

Figure 3 shows the experimentally obtained snapshot (top
row) and superimposed (middle row) images of 3-�m parti-
cles when they move from the reservoir into the microchan-
nel. The applied DC voltage between the two electrodes in the
reservoirs is fixed at 50 V, yielding an average DC electric field
of 50 V/cm over the channel. The RMS AC voltage is varied
to examine how the AC to DC voltage ratio affects the elec-
trokinetic particle entry into the microchannel. The measured
electric current remains constant during the entire experi-
ment indicating negligible Joule heating effects [53]. With no
application of the AC voltage, i.e. the AC to DC field ratio is �

= 0, particles undertake a pure DC electrokinetic motion and
move into the microchannel uniformly. As seen in Fig. 3a,
particles can cover nearly the entire width of the microchan-
nel, indicating a very weak influence of the induced negative
DEP at the reservoir-microchannel junction. However, when
an AC voltage with a gradually increasing magnitude is com-
bined to the DC voltage, particles are observed to move away
from the corners of the junction and are depleted from the
near-wall regions. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3b, where the
AC voltage is 200 V or the AC to DC field ratio is � = 4. As
the AC voltage is increased to 450 V (i.e. � = 9), particles
are apparently squeezed to a stream flowing in the channel
center region as shown in Fig. 3c. With the further increase

of � to 13, i.e. the RMS AC voltage is 650 V, all particles travel
in a single file along the channel centerline. This is evidenced
by the snapshot image in Fig. 3d (top), which can potentially
be used to align particles for applications like micro flow cy-
tometry. Such an increasing trend in particle focusing with �

is consistent with our analysis in Section 3.1, see Eq. (6).
When the AC voltage is increased to 950 V (i.e. � = 19),

particles get trapped inside the reservoir right before entering
the microchannel. They first form pearl chains, which then
extend and turn into clusters as more particles are captured,
see Fig. 3e. This phenomenon may be used with potential to
filter unwanted particles from the suspending medium for
applications such as water purification, or to concentrate rare
particles to a detectable level for applications such as bio-
sensing. The simulated particle trajectories at the experimen-
tal conditions are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3, which
agree reasonably well with the observations in all cases. This
agreement verifies the analysis that we make in Section 3.1
and validates the numerical model we develop in Section 3.2.
It is important to note that the above-presented particle de-
flection, focusing, and trapping phenomena at the reservoir-
microchannel junction under DC-biased AC electric fields
(i.e. � > 0) can also take place when a pure DC voltage (i.e.
� = 0) is applied and increased. However, the magnitude
of the pure DC voltage should be much larger than the to-
tal of the DC and AC voltages in the former as read from
Eqs. (6) and (8). This is because a larger DC field generates a
larger electrokinetic motion, which DEP (though increased,
too) has to overcome to achieve particle immobilization. In
contrast, the increase of AC field enhances DEP without in-
creasing electrokinetic motion. In addition, we used a dilute
concentration of particles in our experiments, such that the
particle–particle interactions are weak unless the particles get
trapped. This justifies the numerical model where only sin-
gle particles are considered. However, we believe the particle
concentration should affect the demonstrated focusing and
trapping phenomena, which will be studied in the future.

4.2 Particle concentration and separation at the

reservoir-microchannel junction

We show in this section that the demonstrated particle trap-
ping phenomenon at the reservoir-microchannel junction
can be utilized to implement a selective concentration and
separation of particles by size inside the reservoir. To do
this, we mixed 1-�m particles into the 3-�m particle solu-
tion used in the above experiment. As these two particles
have approximately the same electrokinetic mobility, 3-�m
particles possess a smaller mobility ratio, �EK/(−�DEP), than
1-�m particles as indicated by Eq. (7). Therefore, we should
be able to selectively concentrate 3-�m particles in the entry
reservoir under an appropriate DC-biased AC electric field,
at which 1-�m particles are too small to be trapped by the
induced negative DEP and thus swept to the exit reservoir.

Figure 4 shows the results from this experiment, where
the experimental images (left panel for snapshot and middle
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Figure 3. Comparison of experimentally ob-
tained images (snapshot in the top row
and superimposed in the middle row) and
numerically predicted trajectories (bottom
row) of 3 �m particles at the reservoir-
microchannel junction under various DC-
biased AC electric fields. The applied DC
voltage is fixed at 50 V while the RMS AC
voltage is varied from (a) 0 V (� = 0) to (b)
200 V (� = 4), (c) 450 V (� = 9), (d) 650 V
(� = 13), and (e) 950 V (� = 19) where � is
the AC to DC voltage ratio. The block arrow
indicates the flow direction.

Figure 4. Selective concentration and sep-
aration of 3 �m particles from 1 �m parti-
cles at the reservoir-microchannel junction
under the applied voltage of 50 V DC/950
V AC (� = 19). The left, middle, and right
panels display the snapshot image, super-
imposed image, and numerical prediction
of the process, respectively. The block ar-
row indicates the flow direction.

panel for superimposed) are compared with the numerical
prediction (right panel). It is found that with the application
of 50 V DC/950 V AC, 3-�m particles are accumulated in front
of the microchannel entrance, which is consistent with what
we observed in Fig. 3e. In contrast, 1-�m particles can pass
through the microchannel though in a confined stream along
the centerline (see the superimposed image). Moreover, the
trapped 3-�m particles seem to have little impact on the elec-
trokinetic entry motion of 1-�m particles, as evidenced in the
attached video clip (see the Supporting Information). This in-
dicates an excellent purity for the demonstrated particle sepa-
ration. The observed concentration and separation processes
of the two sizes of particles are both reasonably predicted in
our numerical model as illustrated in Fig. 4 (see the middle
and right plots). Principally any two types of particles differing
in the mobility ratio, �EK/(−�DEP), can be separated inside the
reservoir using the same method. However, the mutual in-
fluences of the two particles on their respective electrokinetic
entry motions are anticipated to increase quickly with the
decreased discrepancy in �EK/(−�DEP), which should reduce
the separation performance. In addition, the concentration
of either of the two particles is believed to affect the trapping
and separation processes, which will be studied in the future.

5 Concluding remarks

We have studied the electrokinetic entry motion of parti-
cles in a microchannel under DC-biased AC electric fields
using a combined experimental and numerical method. By
tuning the AC field component while maintaining the DC
component, we find that 3-�m particles can be deflected,
aligned and trapped at the reservoir-microchannel junction.
These phenomena arise from the induced dielectrophoretic
particle motion as a result of the inherent non-uniform elec-
tric field at the junction. We have also implemented a se-
lective concentration and continuous separation of 3-�m
particles from 1-�m particles inside the reservoir by the
use of the particle trapping phenomenon at the reservoir-
microchannel junction. The observed-rich behaviors of elec-
trokinetic particle entry into the microchannel are all
reasonably predicted by our numerical model. The diverse
particle manipulations at the reservoir-microchannel junc-
tion as demonstrated here are envisioned to find direct near-
term applications in a wide range of technological solutions
such as flow cytometry (via focusing), filtration (via trapping),
biosensing (via concentration), and continuous-flow sorting
(via separation).
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